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Summary

This chapter summarizes pipeline system automation and control with an emphasis on a
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system together with its associated
field instrumentation and station automation. The goal is to introduce the concepts of
pipeline automation and control rather than to provide expert knowledge.
The key role of pipeline companies is to transport their products from various product
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sources to designated markets safely and in the most economical manner possible.
During the past few decades, pipeline systems have grown in size and complexity,
driven by business requirements consolidating pipelines in fewer entities and by more
interconnections between pipeline systems. At the same time, environmental concerns
and safety issues require more sophisticated monitoring and control system.
Therefore, the pipeline operation and commercial transactions have become more
complicated. Also, shippers and producers demand accurate information expediently,
particularly information on custody transfer and transportation data. In short, the
business cycle is becoming shorter, the number of users are increasing, different users
require different information, users are spread-out geographically, and accurate
information has to be exchanged at a much faster rate.
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In the past, a SCADA system was used primarily to monitor and control
compressor/pump and meter stations. The SCADA system users were typically the
pipeline dispatchers, system engineers, local operators, and maintenance staff. They
were located at one or more dispatching centers and local operation centers. Due to the
development of communication and computer technologies, potential users of the
automation system have increased significantly, covering both internal and external
customers. Now, the customers include not only the typical users but also internal and
external users.
In order to meet these requirements, centralized pipeline monitoring and system
automation is necessary. Such a centralized system allows the pipeline company to
manage transportation services effectively and to improve its operating efficiency and
profitability. At the core of the centralized system is a SCADA system. A centralized
SCADA system offers numerous benefits. It enables the pipeline operators to perform
operating tasks remotely by providing accurate and real-time information, assists them
to monitor and control product movements accurately, and allows for safe operation of
the pipeline system including pump or compressor stations. In addition, the SCADA
system can facilitate efficient operation and satisfies the pipeline customers by
providing reliable and timely information.
All SCADA systems require field instrumentation that provides various measurements.
The key measuring devices are flow meters, pressure and temperature transducers, and a
densitometer or chromatograph. These measurements are uploaded to the host SCADA
through remote terminal units (RTUs). This chapter addresses the instrumentation issues
essential to pipeline system operations.

A typical SCADA system consists of various sub-systems, which are monitoring and
controlling local stations. It is connected to remote local stations via a communication
network. A local control system such as a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
controls the main systems such as a compressor/pump and/or meter station. These
control and monitoring systems have appropriate measurement devices.
This chapter also discusses the compressor/pump stations, meter station and tank farm
control. Compressor and pump stations are the most complex facilities in pipeline
systems. In order to operate such complex installations, monitoring and controlling
equipments are a necessity. Meter stations and tank farms play an important role in
pipeline operations, because custody transfer and billings are based on volume
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measurements.
1. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) System
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SCADA is an acronym of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. A SCADA system
is a computer-based data acquisition system (often referred to as a SCADA host)
designed to gather operating data from an array of geographically remote field locations,
and to transmit this data via communication links to one or more control centre
location(s) for control, display and reporting. Operators at one or more control centers
monitor this data. They may then issue commands of a supervisory nature to the remote
locations in response to the incoming data. Additionally, software programs
implemented within the SCADA host can provide for specific responses to changes in
field conditions, by reporting such changes or automatically sending commands to
remote field locations. It must be noted that a SCADA system is designed to assist
pipeline operators in the operation of the pipeline system using real-time and historical
information, but not to provide a closed-loop control function.
1.2. History

SCADA systems were first developed for use in the electrical industry for control of
high voltage transmission systems. Electrical systems have special requirements for
response speed and reliability that have driven the development of SCADA system
capabilities. The first field-control systems in the pipeline industry were based upon
pneumatics and confined to a particular plant facility with no remote control or
centralized control. The first step towards centralized automation was the introduction
of remote telemetry. This allowed a central location to monitor key pipeline parameters
on a remote meter. Since there was no remote control, operators at control centers
would contact local operators by telephone or radio to make any adjustments or to start
or stop equipment such as pumps or compressors.
The next step in the evolution of control systems was the development of simple local
logic controllers that used electromechanical relays to implement the logic. This ensured
proper sequencing of equipment and prevented the operation of equipment if a key
component was not operational. It also made it possible to issue commands from the
dispatching centre and receive equipment status and key analog data at the dispatching
centre. This was the first SCADA system.
With the advent of the integrated circuit, these systems no longer required
electromechanical relays and the capability of the system increased. The development of
the mini-computers in the 1970's provided a huge kick-start to many of the automation
systems seen today. Remote control and monitoring of pipelines were made technically
and economically feasible. These systems were now able to provide storage as well as
display status and analogue readings on a CRT screen. The cornerstone components of a
modern SCADA system were now in place: local control and data gathering, centralized
master unit, central storage on disk and display on computer screens.

The personal computer in the 1980’s, may prove to have been the single biggest
advance in the development of pipeline automation technology. In parallel with the
development of the personal computer, the 1980’s saw the introduction of local and
wide area networks and thus the potential for more advanced communication. Systems
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that were once considered prohibitively expensive for many business operations had
now become affordable.
During the 1990’s information technology firmly established itself in almost all areas of
the pipeline industry. We have seen significant advancements in automation systems in
the pipeline industry as evidenced by electronic measurement systems, controller
devices, logic controllers such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and remote
terminal units (RTUs), and SCADA system hosts. Located at one or more strategic
control centers, SCADA provides operations and management personnel with full
access to current and historical data through computer terminals that feature a full set of
graphic displays, reports, and trends.
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Along with the computer and communication network technologies, we have been
witnessing great advancements since the late 1990’s and 2000’s in internet technology
and its applications to the pipeline industry. Even though the pipeline industry has not
yet fully utilized the potential of internet technology, closer integration between the
field and office information systems has been accelerating and internet-enabled
applications are proliferating.
1.2. SCADA System Architecture

A SCADA host or “master” is a collection of computer equipment and software located
at the control centre and used to centrally monitor and control the activity of the
SCADA network, receive and store data from field devices and send commands to the
field. The architecture of SCADA systems can vary from a relatively simple
configuration of a computer and modems to a complicated network of equipment. All
SCADA systems will incorporate the following key hardware and software capabilities:
1. Ability to interface with field devices and facilities for control and/or monitoring,
usually through a remote terminal unit (RTU)
2. Provision of a communication network capable of two-way communication between
the RTU and the control centre
3. Ability to process all incoming data and enable outgoing commands through a
collection of equipment and software called the SCADA host
4. Support to pipeline operations through application software such as leak detection,
inventory applications and training
5. Ability to interface to corporate systems
6. Provision of some business applications such as meter ticketing, nomination
management, etc.
Modern computing environment encourages a client/server architecture, because it
allows client functions to be flexible while enabling server functions to be made robust.
Typically, the human-machine interface works as a client and SCADA and application
computers as servers in a client/server architecture. The SCADA servers access all
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RTUs, PLCs and other field devices through a communication server by connecting the
communication devices to the host SCADA computers. The real-time and historical
databases reside in the SCADA server computers.
There are three basic tiers in a SCADA system as shown in Figure 1, namely: field,
control room, and corporate. The field to SCADA connection is some form of a
telecommunications network, and the connection between SCADA host and the
corporate or enterprise environment is made with a Wide Area Network (WAN). A
backup control system located at an offsite may be connected via a WAN to the main
control system.
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The network is normally an internal private network. However, there are now SCADA
systems that utilize secure connections to the Internet that replaces the private network.
Web-based SCADA systems are ideal for remote unattended applications. They are
suitable to pipeline systems or remote locations where centralized computing or control
requirements are not intense and the primary function is remote data gathering. It can be
economically installed on locations where it is expensive to install a communication line
or a traditional SCADA installation cannot be economically justified.
A typical SCADA hardware architecture is shown in Figure 2.. The host computer
equipment generally consists of:
• One or more SCADA servers
•

Network component(s) (routers/hubs)

•

Storage Server(s) for storage of historical data

•

Application server(s)

•

Communication server

In today's networked environment, standard workstations or desktop computers are
configured to be an operator workstation or other system console with a graphical user
interface. In a distributed process environment, host functionality can be split among
multiple computers in single or multiple locations.
The requirements for redundancy and reliability will dictate the final configuration and
variations to this basic architecture. The distributed nature of a networked SCADA host
allows for the distribution of functionality between servers. This allows routine
maintenance to occur with minimal impact on core SCADA applications.
The critical SCADA functionality can reside on a primary and a backup server in two
general modes. These are “hot standby” or “cold standby”:
• “Hot standby” means that two servers are continuously operating in parallel and the
operating system will automatically switch to the functioning server in the event of a
failure.
• “Cold Standby” means that in the event of a failure of the primary server, the idle
server takes over operation. This will result in a delay and some data loss. For these
reasons, the general approach in a modern networked SCADA host is to provide hot
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standby servers to critical functions.
Other considerations regarding the infrastructure to support the SCADA host system
include power supplies, heating and ventilation, physical security, and system
maintenance.
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SCADA host software architecture is different for every product. However, they all
have the following key components as indicated in

Figure 1. Typical SCADA Architecture

Figure 2:
• Operating system such as Unix, Windows or Linux
• Relational database for historical data management, interfacing with corporate
databases
• Real Time Database (RTDB) for processing real time data quickly
• Real time event manager, which is the core of the SCADA server
• HMI manager for user interfaces
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Figure 2. High-Level SCADA Host Software Architecture

In addition, utilities, development software and applications are required for system
development, configuration, and maintenance.
The SCADA server will manage the polling of data, processing of that data and the
passing of it to the RTDB. The server will make data available to the presentation layer
consisting of the HMI Manager and interfaces to other applications, as well as process
control and data requests.
The administration and configuration process will have all of the tools required initially
to set up the database, RTUs and displays as well as system administration tools for
ongoing maintenance of the system. The capability to write custom internal applications
and scripts will be handled by this software.
1.3. Communications

Remote terminal units (RTUs) collect the measured values and send them to the host
SCADA system through various communication networks. Modems are used for the
connection between a RTU and the SCADA network or connection directly to the RTU
where it is not feasible to have a high-speed network. A modem is an electronic device
that encodes digital data on to an analog carrier signal and decodes modulated signals.
This enables computers' digital data to be carried over analog networks, such as cable
television lines and the conventional telephone network.
For proper data communication, a formal set of rules, conventions, and data structure,
called a protocol, is required. It governs how computers and other network devices
exchange information over a network. In other words, a protocol is a standard procedure
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and format that two data communication devices must understand, accept, and use to be
able to exchange data with each other. The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model
is a reference model developed by ISO (International Organization for Standardization)
in 1984, as a conceptual framework of standards for communication in a network across
different equipment and applications by different vendors.
A wide variety of network protocols exist, which are defined by worldwide standards
organizations and technology vendors over years of technology evolution and
development. One of the most popular network protocol suites is TCP/IP, which is the
heart of Internet working communications and uses a similar but different model to that
of OSI (TCP/IP predates the OSI model).
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A SCADA system will usually incorporate a local area network (LAN) and one or more
wide-area networks (WANs). Current SCADA systems use WAN protocols such as the
TCP/IP protocol suite.
Not only does this facilitate the use of standard third party equipment but more
importantly it allows for the possibility to distribute SCADA functionality across a
WAN and not just a LAN. In some WAN distributed systems, pipeline controls are not
assigned to a single central location. Instead, control operations can be switched or
shared between numerous control centers.
The SCADA network model as shown in Figure 1 requires some form of
communication media to implement the WAN connection between the SCADA host
and remote locations. The most popular media include metallic telephone line, fibre
optic cable, radio, and satellite.
Ultimately the choice of which media to use to implement a connection to a remote site
will be based on cost, availability of a particular medium and technical factors such as
reliability, bandwidth, geography, etc.
The process of the SCADA host communicating with a number of RTUs is called
“polling.” Three basic types of polling regimes are:
•

Polled Only - In this arrangement, the SCADA host will sequentially initiate
communication with each RTU in sequence on a fixed schedule. For a system with a
large number of points to be updated at the SCADA host, this may take some time
and therefore there will be some time lag between the sample time for the first data
point and the last.

•

Report by Exception (RBE) - In this scheme, a local history of each data point is
saved and the RTU will only send back those points that have changed more than a
preset value since the last poll. The preset value is called a dead band. This reduces
the amount of data traffic on the network.

•

Unsolicited RBE - In this case, the host does not poll on a regular basis, but each
RTU "pushes" data back to the host when it has updated data to send. This can
reduce data traffic even more than the polled RBE.
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